
 

Uni-Verse-All instructions 

The Uni-Verse-All sensor positioning system is easy to set-up and easy to use. The first thing you need to do is to select which size sensor holder works best with your sensor. 
Uni-Vers-All comes with 4 Large and 4 Medium size sensor holders. The Large is two-tone, (dark and light green). The medium is all light green. (see figure 1)                               
For most size 2 sensors you would use the large size. For most size 0 or 1 sensors try the Medium size holder.  

Now that you selected your sensor holder, you need to attach the sensor holder to your Uni-verse-All instrument. There are 2 attachments on your instrument, one for 
Anterior X-Rays and the other for Posterior and Bite –Wings. (see figure 2) To attach hold instrument firmly and angle your sensor holder into the clip, beginning with the 
longer clip, and then snap the other side into the shorter clip. (see figure 3). You should hear a snap when the holder is fully seated. Note: when pushing your sensor holder on, 
make sure it is seated between the locking bumpers.  

To load your sensor: First open up the sensor holder by pressing down on the button located on the back. Then pull up the top portion of the sensor holder. Once the sensor is 
loaded, press down on the top portion until it locks down over the sensor. To open again simply press on the back button. 

Next slide the aiming ring onto the stem of your instrument. The aiming ring locks into 8 different positions as you rotate it around the stem. Simply rotate the ring until you 
have aligned it to the exposure you wish to take. Note: For best results hold the stem firmly when rotating the ring. 

That’s it! You’re good to go. All Uni-Verse-All parts are re-useable and autoclavable. Parts can be re-ordered separately, using the re-order information below. 

Thank you for using new Uni-Vers-All! For other great imaging products please visit us at www.flowdental.com 

                                              

Figure 1: Large and Medium sizes                   Figure 2: Anterior (a) and Posterior/Bite Wing             Figure 3: Snapping sensor holder Parts list / Re-Order Information: 
                             Holders (b)                  onto instrument. Always start with Item 40916: Complete kit 
                                        Long clip and then snap into place             Item 40917: 1 instrument only        
                       With the short sided clip  Item 40910: 12 large sensor holders  
              Item 40909: 12 medium Sensor holders 
              Item 408590: 1 Aiming Ring (purple) 
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